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Incompetent flackery factory 5WPR has

admitted to the internet sock puppetry we covered

yesterday (http://gawker.com/tag/5wpr/?

i=5023555&t=5wpr-flacks-get-so-freaking-busted-

impersonating-people-online) —posting fake comments

on a blog on behalf of a client. That client, by the way, is

a kosher slaughterhouse called Agriprocessors, which

has long been under fire for workplace safety and

immigration law violations. 5W CEO and paragon of

employee satisfaction Ronn [sic] Torossian told The

Forward (http://www.forward.com/articles/13733/)

that an investigation is underway to determine who's

responsible for the fake comments. But even though

Ronn is a friend to Israel, he already has a Rabbi scared

for his own safety. Shame! Incompetent shame:

Two of the postings in question were made in the

name of Rabbi Morris Allen, a prominent critic of

Agriprocessors and the founder of the Conservative
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COMMENTS

Agriprocessors and the founder of the Conservative

movement’s Hekhsher Tzedek initiative, which is

attempting to create ethical standards for the

production of kosher food. The first of the comments

purporting to come from Allen appeared with his

name misspelled. The second, which was made

midday on July 9, came at the same time that Allen

was presiding over the funeral of his aunt in Omaha,

Neb.

Grade-A flackery, that.

Allen told the Forward that the postings left him

concerned for his safety and for the reputation of

Hekhsher Tzedek.

“I’m increasingly concerned about my own safety

because if you begin to engage in this kind of

behavior, I just wonder where it ends,” he said.

Now they plan to sue 5W! And the blogger who

originally uncovered the trolls spoke to a 5W VP who

blamed the entire thing on a foolish intern. We've

emailed him also, but haven't heard back yet. We did

hear back from Ronn late yesterday though, who said:

I am in mexico with my family. Just saw your note

but as you have already posted, clearly my reply

doesnt interest you. You seem to be obsessed with

my firm.

Noted!

[Failed Messiah, The Forward

(http://www.forward.com/articles/13733/) ]
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He capitalizes "I', but not "mexico". Bastard.

at 01:10 PM 

Why does he fear for his own safety?

at 01:18 PM

Is that Sifl or Ollie? Also, I loved that show.

at 01:18 PM 

clearly hamilton's obsessed with Ronn.

after all, why else would someone buy a domain name

of a person and have it go to their crappy PR firm's

site? what sort of fuck would do that?

at 01:23 PM

@JinxyMcDeath: I spent one afternoon with "I've got

Laser Eyes" running in my head on loop... best day

ever.

Chester FTW.

at 01:25 PM

Again, overflowing urinal.

at 01:31 PM 

@depardoo: I do that sometimes. It's more a a force of

habit to capitalize the first word in a sentence but

nothing else, even proper names.

Also, Ronn...we're like stray cats. You keep feeding us

schadenfreude and we'll keep coming back.

at 01:39 PM

at 01:51 PM 

depardoo 

TheHonJudgeSmails 

JinxyMcDeath 

mitchel_stevens 

The Real JR 

gaynyernbama 

valarmorghulis 

JinxyMcDeath 
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And for the record, Uri L'Tzedek and the rest of these

guys are real heroes here. For a long time, the kosher

meat industry has met the high standard with regard

to cleanliness of the slaughtered animals and the

humane way in which they are slaughtered.

Unfortunately, alike "Fast Food Nation",

Agriprocessors (the suppliers of the majority of kosher

meat) are exploiting migrant workers and paying them

way below market. Thankfully the Orthodox Jewish

community is serious about stopping these practices.

There's a pretty intense facebook group devoted to

implementing a greater moral standard for the kosher

meat industry - starting with Agriprocessors. You know

when a facebook group is commenced, people mean

business...(smirk).

When the shit rises to chin level, blame the anonymous

intern. Works every time

at 01:55 PM

@depardoo: You sir, are clearly not a Blackberry user.

at 01:55 PM 

"You seem to be obsessed with my firm."

Thank goodness that sentence ends right where it does.

at 02:19 PM

Sure! Just go ahead and blame the intern for your own

dumbassery! Like *that's* never happened before.

at 02:20 PM 

@The Dewd: "put Nedermeier on it. He's a sneaky

little shit just like you, right?"

at 02:24 PM

Truculent 

MattPol 

fileunder 

The Dewd 

Truculent 
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Seriously Ronn, you're going to blame this on an

intern?

No wonder why your staff is dwindling (how many in

LA?), because your employees lacks ownership over

their work. Then again, I guess you can't blame them

too much. After all, everyone at 5W is willing to throw

each other under the bus.

Who was responsible for that intern? Someone must

have tasked that intern.

at 02:33 PM 

Federal crimes! Federal crimes! Attica! Attica!

at 02:39 PM

@Hez: Finally we know why Hez goes to all this

(glorious) trouble in her comments. It's so her lover

can have a sex change.

at 02:51 PM

Hamilton!

Where's you get that picture of me!

at 03:10 PM
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